As the digital age is becoming an unavoidable part of our daily life people are becoming more concern about their privacy and security of their digital communications. Steganography and cryptography are the two most frequently used merits of digital life to fulfill these needs. In this study, a new spatial domain chaotic steganography scheme is presented utilizing also new fractal stream encryption algorithm to hide Huffman encoded and compressed Turkish texts. The study composes of four main phases. Firstly, a sample of Turkish newspaper columnist corpus is gathered to obtain not only the frequencies of letters including special Turkish characters but also punctuations, spaces, newlines, quotations, etc. As a result of the first phase, a static Huffman encoding dictionary is obtained for 102 encountered characters. Secondly, super Mandelbrot sets are used with the Logistic map to obtain one-time-pad stream keys to encrypt compressed texts. Thirdly, the LSB (Least Significant Bit) plain of the cover image is analyzed morphologically to find low entropy pixel locations so that in steganography phase spotted locations can be avoided and scheme can become more resistant against stego analysis. Lastly, the chaotic steganography phase is the final phase in which data hiding pixel is selected according to logistic map chaotic function then LSB of the selected pixel is updated. Many tests are carried out on many images to show the image quality namely PSNR, SNR, SSMI, UIQI, Entropy, MSE, and histogram. Results indicate that proposed schemes are successful for encryption and offer robust steganography.
I. INTRODUCTION
Steganography is a technique consisting of a series of methodologies applied in different multimedia mediums to conceal a secret message in a carrier so that the secret message can't be recognized and noticed. Even though many secure methodologies are presented, regarding performance measures there is more space for progress in making these techniques more secure and robust. The objective of steganography is summarized in [1] as imperceptibility, security, the capacity of hiding information and robustness. However many of the studies attribute the last property to watermarking rather than steganography [1] - [3] .
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Steganography techniques can be classified in two regarding the secret message embedding location, namely, spatial domain and frequency domain. However, it can be also further classified on cover image dimension, retrieval nature and on being adaptive according to carrier mediums [1] .
In this study, a regional adaptive spatial domain enhanced with Fractal-Chaos stream encryption and new chaotic location selection are presented in order to contribute to the existing steganography schemes. It is regional adaptive because it utilizes well-known image processing morphology technique to obtain low entropy regions for the LSB plane of the image. These regions are avoided in the secret message-embedding phase. One of the unavoidable merits of steganography is the security of the data, in this work using a new encryption algorithm and new chaotic embedding scheme satisfies this need. The key aspects of the presented study are the Huffman VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ compression of Turkish texts process, the introduction of new encryption algorithm, the regional adaptive embedding location selection scheme and the chaotic pixel selection and embedding scheme. The presented paper is organized as; in the second section, a brief literature review of the current spatial domain steganography is introduced. The third section is dedicated to describing the proposed spatial domain steganography. In results and discussion, the evaluation metrics and results are presented, comparison with the previous studies is given. Concluding remarks are given in the last section.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
There are four important pillars that a steganography method should depend on namely: imperceptibility, secrecy, payload capacity, and robustness.
Imperceptibility means that secret message could not be understood by the human visual system or with the use of statistical techniques. Therefore many image quality metrics are used to measure imperceptibility such as histogram, Peak-Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR), MSE (Mean Squared Error), Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) and other image quality indexes, etc.
If the secret message can not be disclosed and retrieved even after it is detected by statistical means then the system is considered to be secure. To improve the security of the stenographic system generally, an encryption mechanism is also offered.
Payload capacity refers to the maximum secret message that can be embedded without altering the massage quality therefore imperceptibility. The embedding rate is [4] defined as the ratio of the number of hidden bits to the number of pixel in the cover image.
Robustness is determined even if the carrier image has been undergone image processing techniques such as rotation, resizing, scaling the embedded secret message can be recovered without loss of information. This property is generally required in watermarking techniques since it is mostly used for digital right management and ownership of the digital content, therefore robustness measure is not considered in this study.
In spatial domain steganography LSB, LSB matching, PVD (Pixel Value Difference), histogram shifting and pixel intensity modulation methodologies are mostly implemented examples of such studies are given respectively in [5] - [8] and [9] .
The Chaos theory is applied not only in steganography but also in many encryption schemes due to its sensitivity to initial conditions [10] , [11] . It is well known that in a chaotic system even a small change in initial conditions will result in totally different unpredictable outputs. This behavior is exploited either to affirm an encryption mechanism or a scrambling (diffusion) scheme. In the surveyed literature [12] - [17] mostly incorporated with the aforementioned spatial domain embedding methodologies. The results of the mentioned studies are compared and given in a later section.
In [17] for example, chaos theory is utilized to scramble the secret message then this message is embedded in the edges of the cover image. Canny edge detection algorithm is used to detect the edges. Despite the expected high payload capacity they have relatively smaller embedding capacity and low PSNR values.
In another study chaos theory used to select the embedding location of the secret message. Cover image divided into two halves upper/lower and three different chaotic maps are used to pick embedding two locations in these halves. The first 4 MSB (most significant bit) of the secret message is hidden in the last 4 bits of the selected pixel of the upper half of the cover image. The last 4 LSB of the secret message is hidden in the last 4 LSB of the selected pixel of the lower half [12] .
In the study [13] a cycling chaotic function is used to generate a seed for PRNG then this PRNG is used in the select the RGB channel and the hiding position. Their algorithm has high embedding capacity and high imperceptibility results.
To the best of the author's knowledge, there is no study using chaos theory, fractal encryption and steganography in one work other than this.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
In this study, the offered steganography scheme composes of four distinct phases namely natural language statistic extraction and obtaining Huffman encoded output of Turkish texts; encrypting encoded output with new Fractal encryption algorithm; determining the morphologically higher entropy regions of the selected cover image; chaotic location selection for LSB steganography. The reverse operation is used for extracting the secret message. Fig. 1 indicates the embedding procedure of the proposed scheme, which mainly includes morphological location (adaptive region) selection, fractal encryption and chaotic pixel location, and xoring procedure.
A. STATISTIC EXTRACTION AND HUFFMAN ENCODING AND COMPRESSION PHASE
In order to obtain the frequency of alphanumerical characters including punctuations in a Turkish Text, first of all, some of the Turkish Corpus' database services are explored [18] , [19] however required frequency of the alphanumerical characters are not supplied or simple queries are not completed and timeout reached due to the size of corpuses. Therefore, a pilot study is carried out in order to gather a relatively small scale dataset of Turkish newspaper 14 columnists of four different mainstream newspapers. Statistics and test datasets are formed and in Table 1 general statistics of the corpus are given.
Turkish alphabet is based on the Latin alphabet and consists of 29 letters including letters special for Turkish. It is easy to find the frequencies of these letters in any Turkish corpus or even in Wikipedia [20] however, to the best of the author's knowledge, this is the first study that gives the frequency of alphabet letters with punctuations and special characters relative to each other. Table 2 gives the character and its corresponding probability and calculated Huffman Codes.
Huffman code [21] is used to find the optimum code length for the given message, which is also referred to as a lossless compression method. For every different message, a new code set is generated with a symbol dictionary. In this study, static Huffman code is used assuming that natural language texts will preserve statistical information regardless of the context with acceptable deviations. This assumption is also exploited in some cryptanalysis methods of classical encryption algorithms [22] . After obtaining the Huffman codes in order to obtain further compression when necessary ZIP compression method is VOLUME 7, 2019 also preferred. Then the compressed message is transferred to the fractal encryption phase. As can be seen from Table 3 with the small size of texts better compression results are obtained with proposed Huffman encoding relatively to the ZIP.
B. FRACTAL ENCRYPTION PHASE
In order to make the message more secure to active and passive attacks, a new fractal and chaotic blended encryption phase are introduced. This encryption scheme works as if stream cipher and one-time pad. It has a unique key generation algorithm that allows producing the same unique key size with the payload size. Aftermath XOR operation is performed between the generated key and the payload. Separately, the size value of the message is encrypted to form a 32-bit-header, which is appended to the beginning of the encrypted message.
The core part of the proposed encryption method is to generate the same size key with the message it gives stream and one-time pad cipher like behavior the encryption. Keys are obtained using super Mandelbrot fractals and Logistic map chaotic function.
In the following subsection, Mandelbrot fractals will be described briefly and since logistic map chaotic function is also used in the message hiding phase it will be mentioned in that section.
1) MANDELBROT SETS
Mandelbrot [23] while analyzing the Julia set with different parameters for connectivity property discovered new fractal sets named after him also called M-set. Mandelbrot fractal set has been extensively used in many different areas recent examples of which can be found in [24] , [25] .
Using c as a complex parameter and z as a complex function, Mandelbrot set utilizes the complex function given in (1) . These sets have been demonstrated for higher degree polynomials like quadratic, cubic and so on. Fig. 2 illustrates the Mandelbrot sets for n=2 to n=5.
In this study, cubic polynomial iteration is used and initial values of z and c are considered as a key tuple for the encryption process. To increase the keyspace exponent of the z can also be assumed as a part of the encryption key tuple.
As key tuple for fractal (y 1 , t 1 , y 2 , t 2 , n) is used and a key tuple for the chaotic logistic map is (λ, x 0 ). When determining the key values below ranges are selected in regards to previous studies:
2) PROPOSED FRACAL ENCRYPTION METOD
In this study, in order to generate the encryption key with the size of the payload, two different Mandelbrot sets, and a Logistic Map chaotic function is exploited. Then the generated key is used to perform XOR operation. The detailed algorithm of the encryption system is given in Algorithm 1.
In the presented study the values of the keys are given as below so that anyone can repeat the results: λ = 3.991461146114611, x 0 = 0.146114611461146,
3) BRIEF SECURITY ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED ENCRYPTION SYSTEM
Since the encrypted output is not hidden as a block and is used incorporation with the chaotic embedding algorithm to be diffused to suitable pixels of the cover image. Moreover, for every different size of the message, a new different key is generated, which gives an extra layer of protection. Therefore the key size of the encrypted message (keyspace) will be discussed in this subsection.
All the keys used in the double precision and therefore they have 15 significant digit levels. y 1 , y 2 , t 1 andt 2 are used in fractal part and λ,x 0 are used in chaotic part as key. For y 1 , y 2 , t 1 ,t 2 and λ only last 13 least significant decimal part used as key for x 0 last 15 least significant decimal part used as [13] c 2 ←t 2 +y 2 i z 2 []←Array [13] x
key. n is a small integer number therefore keyspace of this key is ignored in calculations. The total key size becomes ≈ 2 266 which is indicating very large keyspace, which is secure enough for both conventional computing systems and post-quantum systems according to [26] . Moreover, since there is a chaotic pixel location selection process and the keys of the process can be also independent of the encryption process therefore it increases keyspace 10 28 times more almost ≈ 2 93 times. Therefore total key searching space becomes almost ≈2 359 .
The cryptography systems are expected to confuse and diffuse the plain text and produce almost uniformly distributed outputs. When such outputs are hidden in an LSB plane of the cover image, a stego analyst will first investigate this plane for such uniform information, because ordinary images generally are not uniformly distributed [27] .
Therefore encrypted messages should not be embedded as block in Stego; every bit of message should be hidden as sparse as possible. In order to prove this intuitive hypothesis chaotic location selection procedure is implemented which ensures that every consecutive bit is placed in the uncorrelated location of the LSB plane. Then chi-square tests are performed. Since the encrypted output is scattered all over the LSB plane using chaotic algorithm it is not needed to check the randomness of the output. When the message has linearly embedded the presence of the secret message is discovered, however, it is not discovered with the proposed system.
Since it does not have substitution and permutation rounds the proposed encryption method will not produce perfect uniformly distributed outputs, which results in less detectable Stego images quantitative results of which are given in later sections.
C. DETERMINING THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE LSB PLANE
Determining the morphology of the LSB plane of the cover image is important because the hiding process is going to take place in that (those) plane(s). It is desired that the plane should have a maximum capacity for hiding places, in other words, it should not possess low entropy regions and if such regions exist those regions should be avoided for data hiding.
In this study after the LSB plane is sliced from the cover image, this plane is subjected to some series of Morphological operations with respect to the selected structural element. The operations used in the study are called morphological closing and opening operations, which are just applying dilation and erosion fundamental morphological operations in a different sequence. The definition of the mathematical morphological is based on the set theory. Providing that A ⊆ Z 2 is a binary image and the kernel B ⊆ Z 2 then some of the morphological operations can be expressed as given from (1) to (7) , namely reflection, p transition, erosion, dilation, opening and, closing respectively.Â = {w|w = −a, ∀a ∈ A} (2) (A) p = {w|w = a + p, ∀a ∈ A}
Since these operations are fundamental for image processing readers may want to consult [28] for detailed descriptions. However, the algorithm for determining the low entropy locations is given in Algorithm 2 which contains some minor changes from the algorithm given in [29] .
Since the LSB plane is a bit plane, determining the entropy of the LSB plane will give 1 for the highest entropy when calculated from (8) . Therefore an entropy threshold of 0.9999 is selected to if the LSB plane has a high entropy level. The Same equation is used to assess the entropy of the cover and LSB bit plane.
In (8) entropy is used to show the randomness of the digital image, p(x i ) is the probability of random variable x (in our case 0 or 1) at ith index. n is the maximum value of the pixel which is 255. In images, a low entropy region indicates similar pixel values where any small change can be observed even with the human eye as depicted in Fig. 3 (f) . Therefore such regions must be avoided from message embedding. In Fig 3(a) a sample image with low LSB plane entropy is given. Fig. 3(b) depicts the sliced second LSB plane of the image. As it consists of a relatively large area of consecutive 0s and 1s, morphological opening and closing operations will give these regions with respect to structural element, which is 7 × 7 disk kernel of 1s. The high entropy region is obtained after getting the logical or operation of Fig. 3 (c) and the inverse of Fig.3(d) and the result is depicted in Fig. 3(e) . Fig. 3(f) is a stego image in which the 5KB secret message is linearly embedded, despite the relatively small amount of payload and stego image has a PSNR value as high as 61.749401263, the existence of the secret message becomes perceptible even with the human visual system. Therefore before one should consider the morphological status of the LSB plane in carrier image before embedding even small amount of payload. In this study second, LSB bit plane is used to extract morphology since the LSB plane will be used for embedding the secret message, on the receiver side it would not be possible.
D. DETERMINING CHAOTIC LOCATIONS FOR STEGANOGRAPHY
Many Chaotic algorithms and schemes are used in different spatial domain steganography applications. Chaotic dynamics are well known for their impromptu behavior results from some nonlinear dynamical systems. Therefore they are used as a source of diffusion in security techniques [30] .
In [31] chaotic is used not used for selecting the hiding location but to scramble the information before hiding. In the [13] chaotic scheme is used to generate a seed for PRNG which will be effective in selecting color channels and pixels. A similar approach in [32] , represented accompanying industry standard encryption schemes however they have not mentioned the morphology of the cover image. [12] utilizes three different chaotic maps to select a channel of pixel and, coordination of pixel with respect to height and width for hiding the secret message, however, this method does not offer cryptography or morphological analysis of used LSB planes.
In the presented study a very well known chaotic function named logistic map is used to select a pixel location for hiding secret data. Logistic map in its first applications is used to model for population growth or rate of heating the continuous differential equation of which is given in (9) and discrete form of the equation can be represented as in (10):
Initial parameters x 0 and λ can be in x 0 ∈ (0, 1) and, λ ∈ (0, 4). The chaotic character of the equation highly depends on the selected initial value of λ. When λ ∈ [3.64, 4) is selected in the iterative sequence and model shows chaotic behavior [33] . The bifurcation diagram of the logistic map is given in Fig.4 to better visualize such behavior. In Algorithm 3 it is intended to find a pixel location relative to its width and height using the chaotic function. As inputs 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS A. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION TECNIQUES 1) PAYLOAD CAPACITY (BPP)
It is the measure used to describe how much massage is embedded in the cover image generally interpreted in terms of Bit per Pixel bpp and calculated as given. This metric can be calculated as in (11) Capacity(bpp) = # of embedded secret bits Total pixel in cover image (11) 2) PEAK SIGNAL NOISE RATIO (PSNR)
As the pixels of the cover image are changed the quality of the image is going to change which may have a dramatic influence on imperceptibility. PSNR is used to analyze the quality of the stego-image by calculating the mean squared error (MSE) value between the stego-image and the cover. For grayscale images, PSNR is calculated as (12) [1] :
N is the number of the pixel C i and S i are the ith pixel value of cover and stego-image respectively.
3) STRACTURAL SMILARITY INDEX MESURE (SSIM)
The Structural Similarity (SSIM) is used to assess quality depending on a multiplicative combination of three terms, namely, the structural term, the luminance term, and the contrast term [34] in (13) :
SSIM (x, y) = (s (x, y)) α (l (x, y)) β (c (x, y)) γ (13) where
in these equations x is represents a set of pixel values of the image, y is the set of corresponding pixel values of the compared image. µ x , µ y , σ x , σ y and σ xy are means, standard deviation, cross-covariance for image x and y respectively. If the exponents (α, β and γ ) and coefficients (C 1 , C 2 and C 3 ) are set to default values then the equation becomes as given in (14) .
4) UNIVERSAL IMAGE QUALITY INDEX (UIQI)
In order to overcome some questionable properties of PSNR and MSE Universal Image quality index is offered by [35] .
The index value ranges [−1, 1] and 1 indicating the highest quality achieved when images are the same. This quality index tries to model any distortion as a result of three different factors namely correlation, luminance and contrast. The equation of the UIQI can be given as in (15) ,
5) CHI-SQUARE TEST FOR STEGO ANALYSIS
Chi-Square test is a statistical test first introduced in [27] to discover the probability of the presence of a hidden message in an image. The main assumption of the test is that for ordinary images the LSB plane is not completely random, and frequencies of pair of values (PoVs) tend to be far when no message embedded and tend to be equal when uniformly distributed message is embedded. In this study, Chi-Square test implemented in [36] is utilized. The theoretically expected frequency distribution in stegogramme is compared with some sample distribution of stego. Following (16) is used to get the chi-square statistic of frequency differences between PoVs:
x and y are set of PoV frequencies and n indicates the degree of freedom. The last step is calculating the probability of embedding, by integrating the density function with X 2 n−1 as its upper limit as given in (17):
where is the Euler Gamma function [3] .
B. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
In order to assess the performance of the proposed scheme, a series of tests are carried out with different carrier images and with different payload sizes. Test images are chosen between well-known images namely Mandril, Pepper, Cameraman, and Lena obtained from [37] SIPI image database, some of the less well-known images are obtained from NASA image and video repository [38] . Message to be embedded is selected not in the train set of the Huffman Encoding phase.
To compare the performance metrics Linear LSB, Random LSB and the Proposed method are compared. Table 4 summarizes the image properties used in the tests. Sizes of the embedded secret messages range from 1KB to 93.5KB, which is empirically obtained maximum payload size for 512 × 512 cover image. As mentioned before only the LSB of the selected cover image is changed. Fig. 5 indicates the PSNR value comparison of the proposed system with the linear embedding system. As it can be interpreted from the figure PSNR values are better for every different payload sizes ranging from 1K to 32K. After 32K payload size, it is not possible to linearly embed a larger size of secret message inside a 512 * 512 image since only one bit change is made (1 BPP). However, with the proposed method it is possible to obtain a BPP value as high as 2.93. Table 5 is given to indicate detailed performance metrics of the given system with PSNR, SNR, Entropy, SSIM, MSE and UIQI. As it can be seen from the table proposed system has high results. However in images where last LSB plane entropy are not suitable as in PEPPER, NASA1 and NASA2, despite enough amount of pixel available, system does not allow embedding since the morphology of the last plane is not suitable. If it was embedded to those regions it would be visible with even human visual system. From Fig. 6 to Fig. 12 original cover images and corresponding histograms, also stego images and corresponding histograms are given for mentioned payloads. As can be concluded from these figures there is no noticeable shift in the histograms when compared with the original ones. 
1) CHI SQUARE TEST FOR STEGO ANALYSIS
The chi-Square attack is used to assess the hiding performance analysis of the proposed system. In order to better compare the results of the chi-square tests, the original pepper image without embedding, 32 KB payload linearly embedded, and 32 KB payload embedded by the proposed methodology is given in Fig. 12 . As can be inferred from the figure the test reveals the presence of the secret message for linearly embedding. However it fails to discover the existence of the secret message with the same payload, which is almost the same as the original image test result.
In Fig. 13 indicates results for larger payload in the same image cover image. Results indicate that even in larger payloads like 64KB and 90 KB the proposed system passes the Chi-Square test. In Fig. 13 the plot of proposed method embedding probability is very close to zero only small portion of it visible under the other plot.
2) POST QUANTUM ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
Post Quantum systems are claimed to be the systems that are going to still fulfill the security requirements not only for the conventional computing environment but also for the quantum computing environment [26] .
The proposed system is considered to remain secure in the post-quantum era for such reasons; the security of the proposed system has a theoretical computational complexity of 2 n which is also the property of NP-Hard problems; keyspace is as large as 2 359 which is considered to be secure enough according to [26] .
There are some attacking scenarios that will be discussed briefly namely; Known Cover Attack, Known Message Attack, Known Stego Attack and Stego-Only Attack.
Known Cover Attack: This is the case when the attacker knows the original cover image. In this scenario it is a trivial job to compare stego and original cover and in this worst-case attacker may reveal the very existence of the secret message using statistical analysis. However, with the proposed technique it will be infeasible to recover the original secret message.
Known Message Attack: in this scenario, the attacker knows the secret message. Even it may help to analyze, it will be still difficult since the message is inserted at arbitrary locations.
Known Stego Attack: in this scenario steganography the attacker knows the algorithm. This is a well-accepted and known principle of Auguste Kerchoff. Even attacker has prior knowledge about the proposed system s/he still needs to search for the key in an astronomic keyspace of 2 359 .
Stego-Only Attack: in this scenario, only the stego image is intercepted in the communication of the parties. It is still far difficult to restore the original message.
Jessica Fridrich [39] states that the length of the message in images is very related to the detection of the secret message. In other words, a small fragment of secret message inserted in a relatively large carrier will result in a tiny percentage manipulation and it will be harder to detect such artifacts.
3) COMPARISON WITH OTHER STUDIES
In order to compare the achieved results better, similar techniques having similar results are gathered in Table 6 . As it can be observed clearly that the proposed system performs better than compared studies regarding image quality metric PSNR and capacity. Only those common metrics are compared amongst the studies.
V. CONCLUSION
Using chaotic Logistic map and Mandelbrot fractal sets in conjunction with Huffman encoding-compression, in this paper, a new secure, efficacious and competent high payload capacity steganographic algorithm enhanced with a new encryption algorithm and morphology-based adaptive region selection is presented. The results indicate that the proposed algorithm surpasses regarding imperceptibility (better quality index and PSNR values), data hiding capacity, besides it offers security. The algorithm is stressed with visual and the chi-square test to assess the resistance of such attacks and it is concluded that the algorithm is exempt such attacks. Since only the last bit of the pixel is used to insert secret information, after it is hidden the quality of the stego image is still very good.
At the end of study some guidelines can be listed as contribution like Morphology of the LSB plane of cover image must be taken into account before embedding, If encryption scheme is going to be presented it should diffuse the secret message but uniformity should not be looked for since the main steganalysis tools look for uniformity in the PoV, Maximum embedding capacity should not be reached since the lesser message embedded lesser probability of detection.
The proposed algorithm has experimented in grayscale images however it is not limited to grayscale and can be extended to color images with little algorithm modification since every color channel can be accepted as grayscale. For future work if it is implemented so an increase in the capacity of hiding is expected to be as high as three times.
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